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Volvo v50 t5 awd manual

For the sedan version of the car, see Volvo S40. Volvo V50OverviewManufacturVolvo CarsProduction2004-2012Model Years 2004-2012AsembliBelgi: Gent (VCG)-door station wagonLayoutFront engine, front-wheel drive or all-wheel drivePlatformVolvo P1 platformSconnectedVolvo S40PowertrainEnginePetrol: Global: 1.6L I4 (100 hp) 1.8L I4 (125 hp) 2.0L
I4 (145 hp) 2.4 L I5 (140 hp) Global and North America: 2.4 L I5 (168 hp) 2.5 L T5 turbocharged I5 (230 hp) Diesel: (not available in North America) 1.. 6L I4 (109 hp) 2.0L I4 (136 hp) 2.4L D5 turbocharged I5 (180 hp) Flexifuel: 1.8L I4 (125 hp) Transmission5-speed Volvo M56 mechanical 6-speed Volvo M66 mechanical5-speed Aisin AW55-50 automatic6-
speed Aisin TF-80SC automatic 3'DimensionsWhelbase2,640 mm (103.9 in)Length2005-2007 : 2007 : 2007 : 2 4514 mm (177.7 inches)2008-2012: 4522 mm (178.0 inches)Width2005-2010: 1770 mm (69.7 inches)2011-2012: 2,770 mm (69.7 inches)) 2011-2012: 2.2 022 mm (79.6 inches)Height2005-2007: 1452 mm (57.2 inches)2008-2012: 1457 mm (57.4
inches)2008-2012 AWD: 1.4 60 mm (57.5 inches)Curb weightFWD:1,445-1,520 kg (3,186-3,351 lbs) TimelinePredecessorVolvo V40 (1995-2004)SuccessorVolvo V40 Preliminary Facelift Volvo V50 SE (1995-2004)SuccessorVolvo V40 Preliminary Facelift Volvo V50 SE (1995-2004)SuccessorVolvo V40 Preliminary Facelift Volvo V50 SE (1995-
2004)SuccessorVolvo V40 Preliminary Facelift Volvo V50 SE (1995-2004)SuccessorVolvo V40 Preliminary Facelift Volvo V50 SE (19995-2004)SuccessorVolvo V40 Preliminary Facelift Volvo V50 SE (1995-2004)SuccessorVolvo V40 Preliminary Facelift Volvo V50 SE (1995-2004)SuccessorVolvo V40 Preliminary Facelift Volvo V50 SE (19995- UK) Volvo
Cars unveiled the Volvo V50 at the 2003 Bologna Motor Show as a station wagon version of the Volvo S40 small family car - producing both models at their facility in Ghent, Belgium. Sharing the Ford C1 platform with the European Ford Focus and Mazda 3, the V50 featured indoor theatrical lighting, floating central stack and Volvo Intelligent Vehicle
Architecture. The V50 T5 AWD featured a 5.5-liter all-wheel drive and petrol engine, light-pressure turbocharger, four cylinder valves and a DOHC design with variable cam time - providing 220 hp⋅ (162 kW; 217 litres⋅h) and 320 N⋅m (236⋅ ft) of torque. Diesel variants were available in Europe, including a 2.4-liter turbocharged D5 diesel engine that provided
180 PS (132 kW; 178 hp) and 350 N⋅m (258 lb⋅ft) of torque. In the United States, Volvo restricted sales of V50 PLEV vehicles in states where it was needed, including California, Florida, Vermont, Connecticut, Arizona, Maryland, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, New York, Oregon, Maine, New Jersey, Rhode Island, New Mexico and Washington. Volvo Cars
Special Vehicle produced a V50-based concept car, the V50 SV, whose engine produces 340 hp (254 kW), and debuted in 2004 at the Specialty Equipment Market Association in Las Vegas, Nevada. (quote necessary) History of Volvo V50 Facelift Volvo V50 Facelift Volvo V50 Facelift Volvo V50 R-Design (Europe) For the model year 2008, the V50 received
a revised front style, minor changes in the interior, active xenon headlights, audio systems, increased power and torque of the T5 engine, the presence of the D5, with a six-speed manual transmission and a 1.8 Flexifuel engine. In 2009, the V50 T5 was available in the United States, only as an automatic AWD model with R-Design trim, and in Europe with
both manual and automatic options. As the model year 2010, the D5 inline 5 diesel engine was no longer available; only 1.6l and 2.0l diesel inline four units could be identified. In 2010, a new, larger, round Volvo logo appeared on the front grille, in the U.S., the manual gearbox was briefly available with the T5 AWD version. In North America, a naturally
aspirated five-cylinder engine, entire wheel drive and manual gearbox were reset for the 2011 model year, leaving only the automatic, front-wheel drive T5 in base and R-Design trim. The 2011 model year was the last for the V50 in the U.S. and Canada. V50 сбывания Календарный год Соединенные Штаты Канада Швеция Глобальный 2004 47.7»7»
2005 83.202»8» 2006 75.885 6007 62 348 х 2008 62 085 х 54 062 2010 г. 56,0 98 2011 45,970 (всего произведено: 519,007 с 2003 по 2012 год (по данным на 31 декабря 2012 года) Бензиновые двигатели Модельный код двигателя Модельный год (ы) Мощность при об/мин Крутящий момент при об/мин Перемещение Комментарий 1.6
B4164S2 B4164S3 2005-2012 100 PS (74 кВт; 99 л.с.) при 6000 150 Н⋅м (111 фунт⋅фт) при 4000 1596 см (97,4 дюйма) I4 16V Multipoint впрыск топлива 1.8 B4184S2 B4184S11 2005-2010 125 л.с. (92 кВт; 123 л.с.) при 6000 165 Н⋅м (122 фунта⋅фт) 4000 1798 см (109,7 дюйма) I4 16V Многотяголовые впрыски топлива 1.8F Flexifuel B4184S2
B4184S8 2008-2010 125 PS (92 кВт; 123 л.с.) при 6000 165 Н⋅м (122 фунта⋅фт) 4000 1798 см (109,7 дюйма) I4 16V Многотяголовые впрыски топлива (E85 совместим) 2.0 B4204S5 B4204S3 2004-2012 145 л.с. (107 кВт; 143 л.с.) при 6000 185 Н⋅м (136 фунт⋅фт) 4500 1,999 см (122,0 дюйма) I4 16V Multipoint впрыск топлива 2.0F Flexifuel
B4204S4 2011-2012 145 PS (107 кВт; 143 л.с.) на 600 л.с. 0 185 Н⋅м (136 фунт⋅фт) 4500 1 999 см (122,0 дюйма) I4 16V Многотясный впрыск топлива (E85 совместимый) 2.4 B5244S5 2004-2010 140 PS (103 кВт; 138 л.с.) 5000 220 Н⋅м (162 фунта⋅фт) 4000 2435 см (148,6 дюйма) I5 20V Multi Точебное впрыск топлива 2.4i B5244S4 2004-2010
170 л.с. (125 кВт; 168 л.с.) 6000 230 Н⋅м ( 170 фунт⋅фт) 4400 2435 см (148,6 дюйма) I5 20V Multipoint впрыск топлива T5 B5254T3 2005-2008 220 PS (162 кВт; 217 л.с.) 5000 320 Н⋅м (236 фунт⋅фт) 1500-4800 2521 см (153,8 дюйма) I5 20V Turbo Multipoint впрыск топлива T5 B5254T7 2008-2012 230 PS (169 кВт; 227 л.с.) 5000 320 Н⋅м (236
фунт⋅фт) 1500-5000 2521 см (153,8 дюйма) I5 20V Turbo Multipoint впрыска дизельных двигателей Модельный код двигателя Модельный год (ы) Мощность при об/мин крутящий момент при об/ min Moving Comment D4164T 2005-2010 109 hp (80 kW; 108 hp) at 4000 240 N⋅m N⋅mm at 1750 1560 cm (95.2 inches) I4 16v Turbo Multipoint direct
fuel injection 1.6D DRIVe D4164T 2005-2010 109 PS (80 kW; 108 hp) at 4000 240 H⋅m (177 lb⋅ft) 1750 1560 cm (95.2 inches) I4 16v Turbo Multipoint direct fuel injection D2 D4162T 2011-2012 115 PS (85 kW; 113 hp) at 3600 270 N⋅m (199 lb⋅ft) 1750 1560 cm (95.2 inches) I4 8v Turbo General Rail Direct Injection D2 DRIVe D4162T 2011-2012 115 PS (85
kW; 11332T 2011-2012 115 hp l.s.) at 3600 270 N⋅m (199 lb⋅ft) 1750 1560 cm (95.2 inches) I4 8v Turbo General Rail Direct Injection 2.0D D4204T 2004-2010 136 PS (100 kW; 134 hp) 4000 320 H⋅m (236 lb⋅ft) 2000 1,997 cm (121.9 inches) I4 16v Turbo Multipoint Direct Fuel Injection 2.0D (France) D4204T2 2005-2006 133 PS (98 kW; 131 hp) 4000 320
H⋅mm (236 lb⋅ft) 2000 1 997 cm (121.9 inches) I4 16v Turbo Multipoint direct fuel injection D3 D5204T5 2011-2012 150 hp. (110 kW; 148 hp) 3500 350 H⋅m (258 lb⋅ft) 1500-2750 1 984 cm (121.1 inches) I5 20v Turbo General Rail Direct Injection D4 D5204T 2011-2012 177 PS (130 kW; 175 L.A.P.) c.) 3500 400 N⋅m (295 lb⋅ft) 1500-2750 1 984 cm (121.1
inches) I5 20v Turbo General Rail Direct Injection D5 D5244T8 2006-2010 180 PS (132 kW; 178 hp) 4000 350 H⋅m (258 lb⋅ft) 1750-3250 2400 cm (146.5 inches 3) I5 2.4D (Belgium) D5244T9 2007-2008 163 hp. (120 kW; 161 hp) 5500 340 N⋅m (251 Pound⋅ft) 1750-2750 2400 cm (146.5 inches) I5 D5 (Belgium) D5244T9 2009-2010 163 PS (120 kW; 161 hp)
4000 340 H⋅m (251 lb⋅ft) 1750 - 3000 2400 cm (146.5 inches) I5 D5 D5 D5244T13 2009-2010 180 PS (132 kW; 178 hp) 4000 400 H⋅m (295 lb⋅ft) 2000 - 2750 2400 cm (146.5 inches) I5 See also Volvo S40 Volvo P1 Platform Notes and Volvo. Volvo in Belgium. Car-cat.com. Received 2010-07-16. Volvo. Volvo in south Africa. Car-cat.com. Received 2010-07-
16. - Volvo Car Corporation (2011). Volvo V50 Betriebsanleitung MY12 (guide of Volvo V50 MY12 owner) (PDF) (German). page 312. Received 2018-05-12. The management of the owner of the Volvo V50 2008. Volvo Car Corporation. 2007. 254. Received 2015-06-19. The management of the owner of the Volvo V50 2006. Volvo Car Corporation. 2005.
185. Received 2015-06-19. Sebastian Blanco (September 4, 2007). Could this be true, not the Clean Air Act stop most of us from buying clean cars?. www.autobloggreen.com archive from the original 2009-06-18. Received 2010-07-16. 2004 is a record year for Volvo Cars, with strong growth in all markets. www.media.volvocars.com (Press Release). Volvo
Car Corporation. January 20, 2005. Received 2015-09-21. Volvo Cars maintained its position in 2005 despite significant market fluctuations. www.media.volvocars.com (Press Release). Volvo Car Corporation. March 2, 2006. Received 2015-09-21. 2006 sales results. www.media.volvocars.com (Press Release). Volvo Car January 30, 2007. Received 2015-
09-21. ^ ^ Volvo Car Corporation 2007-2008». www.media.volvocars.com (Press Release). Volvo Car Corporation. February 13, 2008. Received 2015-09-21. Volvo Car Corporation 2008 - facts and figures. www.media.volvocars.com (Press Release). Volvo Car Corporation. January 15, 2009. Received 2015-09-21. Volvo Car Corporation 2009 in short: a
difficult year with a constant focus on the environment and safety. www.media.volvocars.com (Press Release). Volvo Car Corporation. January 11, 2010. Received 2015-09-21. Volvo Car Corporation 2011. www.media.volvocars.com. Volvo Car Corporation. January 5, 2011. Received 2014-01-22. Volvo V50 (2003-2012). www.media.volvocars.com. Volvo
Car Corporation. June 27, 2013. Received 2015-09-21. Links All New Volvo V50, Volvo Cars North America press release SEMA 2004: Hot Blood Volvo V50 SV Concept Car Debuts in 2004 SEMA Commons has media related to the Volvo V50. Extracted from 05-23-2017, 09:01am #1 Hi guys I took my V50 about 6 months ago and the figure it's time to start
playing around with it. A couple of pics as I took it.... So far all I've done with it: - Re-registered the car in my state and got new premium plates and covers. I bought a car in Adelaide, southern Australia, and I live in Sydney. - Fixed by the wind fuse that stopped my 12v from working - given its solid clean inside and sous - including giving the leather interior a
really good cleanse on my immediate make list: - 75,000km service should - Lodge insurance claim because some low life dropped something on my (hood for Americans), so it needs repair. I figured while this was getting done, I could get a factory rear spoiler installed, fix some minor scratches on my wing of the mirror and looking to fit without grill icons. I
was thinking about buying it in black. Painting the outer frame of the body color and exiting the center is black. What do you think???? The latter, edited by wee_50; 10-16-2017 at 04:30Pm Reason: pic links down 05-23-2017, 09:24 #2 I like it. It's a very cool car. I also like your idea of a grill too sent from my XT1575 using Tapatalk 05-23-2017, 09:56 #3 Nice
car! A good choice of music as well. 2001 Volvo V70 T5 M SR, Classic Red/Graphite Lthr, TME Stage II ECU, 3 Downpipe w/Cat-back exhaust MTE, Volvo Roadholding - Reducing Kit w/Nivomats, 17 PEGASUS, rear spoiler, Dolby Surround Sound2019 V90 Cross Country Osmium Grey Metal w/ Charcoal Nappa L, Advance, Rear Suspension, Bowers and
Wilkins, Luxury, RtrbleTow Hitch, Polestar Optimization, 20 Wheels, Sc Sideuff Plate2020 V90 TWD A-R-Design White Crystal M, Advanced, Heated Seat/ Steering 20 Wheels, Polestar Optimization Sponsored Link Delete Advertising 05-23-2017, 09:20 PM #4 originally published evy0311 I like it. It's a very cool car. I also like your grilled grill too sent from
my XT1575 using Tapatalk Cheers - I just thought it might look more factoryy and hidden this way? 05-23-2017, 09:23 #5 originally published by GrecianVolvo Nice Car! A good choice of music as well. Cheers I've been very happy with the car so far. Once I've got this basic stuff from how I'm looking forward to unlocking some processing and performance
improvements as well. Lana is ok in my books too 05-23-2017, 09:38 PM #6 I trawled through a bunch of wheeled threads as well and tried to determine the perfect size of the shifting wheels for this car so that the wheels sat nicely and flush without any poke. I found some wheels I like in the Ford Focus fitment 18.x8.5 No 38, but ... I can't get a definitive
answer on whether they will rub??? No 40 sounds like a safer bet, but I like the style of these classic 5 spokes and they are very reasonably priced - although I think of powder coating their silver with Volvo center caps to keep it with an OEM look. I think it would only be minor rolling guards (if any) would be required? Another alternative I look at is also
18x8.5, but the advantage is that they will be able to adjust them to the offsets that I would like - I can even have different biases at the front of the rear to address the different displacement requirements required in the rear to have a front and rear look even. The downside is that they cost about 50% more than the other set, and that they look smaller than
the plant... I like the look of them though. Any thoughts on the magic of bias front and back for the 8.5J wheel? 05-23-2017, 10:05 PM #7 originally published wee_50 Cheers - I just thought it might look more factoryy and hidden this way? Accept. My whole black, so it looks very secretive. Sent from my XT1575 via Tapatalk 05-25-2017, 09:20pm #8 Great
Ride dude. Can't wait to see what you do with it. Congratulations on a pleasant find. 05-25-2017, 09:23 pm #9 originally published by w4xm4n Great Ride dude. Can't wait to see what you do with it. Congratulations on a pleasant find. Welcome mate. I'm looking forward to getting this sexed up a little 05-26-2017, 08:06am #10 signed up. Very glad that the
other person here got this car as I have been drooling over it for quite some time. 2005 S40 T5 M66 AWD - Melody Hilton - K'N Intake 05-28-2017, 07:49 AM #11 Originally published by Mizuyaki Signed. Very glad that the other person here got this car as I have been drooling over it for quite some time. Welcome mate. I had to snap it when I saw it. I haven't
seen another T5 AWD guide for sale in 12 months! It's been great so far, but I'm interested in a little bit Power. How did you find Hilton's melody? 10-15-2017, 09:38 #12 long time there is no post I know! I'm looking to finally get things moving with the machine. I've done a few purchases but haven't started installing anything just yet. Parts sitting on the
sidelines so far Hella Supertones, badgeless grill (not yet painted) and my recently arrived pendant KW V2 in yum yum yum I'm kind of in limbo right now as I haven't decided on an order in which I want to complete things. Probably going to get the body sorted in the first place though, as I didn't want to fit the suspension until I got the wheels sorted out (I
want to fit them at the same time) and I still don't make my mind on what to do there. I decided that I definitely want to get the 18x8.5 wheels and the ET45 seems to go. I found a nice Japanese set that I'm interested in and pretty light. The only thing that stops me is the rear wheel shift and whether I should get them with a lower displacement (not sure how
much - 5 or 6 mm maybe) in the back, given that they sit inside a bit and look a little out of place sometimes (IMO). I'm not interested in spacers (they are illegal here anyway) so I'm just wondering if I should go custom to get the perfect fit..... I'll post when I finally make up my mind, but at the same time, if you have experience with this let me know! 10-16-
2017, 04:44 AM #13 sounds like an assembly?s coming together nicely, you need to get these parts on the car and take some pictures!! I?m super keen to see what you learn about the device, I just bought a guide t5 AWD v50 as well! (And I?m in Adelaide!) I want to run 245s on 8.5s and I can't find much information on the internet about bias. As for the
spacers, you must be very lucky to get stopped in a Volvo as long as it's not completely slammed, and the cops won?t pull the wheels to check for the astronauts if they pull you. The launch of spacers also has the advantage that can rotate directional tires. 10-16-2017, 09:55 am #14 Originally published by Adamrankin Running spacers also has the
advantage of being able to rotate directional tires. Hi Adam, could you clarify how spacers allow you to rotate directional tires? Just curious for future links. Thank you! 10-16-2017, 10:13 #15 Is it the V50 or S40? Photo ahead of the S40 show.... 10-16-2017, 04:14 PM #16 originally published by Adamrankin Sounds How to Build?s coming together nicely, you
need to get these parts on the car and take some pictures!! I?m super keen to see what you learn about the device, I just bought a guide t5 AWD v50 as well! (And I?m in Adelaide!) I want to run 245s on 8.5s and I can't find much information on the internet about bias. As for the spacers, you must be very lucky to get stopped in a Volvo as long as it's not
completely slammed, and the cops won?t pull the wheels to check for the astronauts if they pull you. The launch of spacers also has the advantage that can rotate directional tires. Yes, it's hard. information about wheel tires that has been confirmed (i.e. it is a known combo that works against yes, which should work). I haven't seen much information about the
245s, but I suspect you should be fine as long as you run more Offset. I'm only looking to run 225 at 8.5 rims (No.45, etc.), so don't have to worry about the tires protruding from the rim. I believe that 245 will rub from 45et to 245 (of course at the front, but you may have enough room on your back). If you stuck it in the wheel displacement calculator (there are
a few online), you can probably figure out how much to increase the displacement to account for the 20mm wider tire. The problem is finding a wheel with a magical shift of 8.5 inches wide. Anything as high as 50 pounds will be hard to find I suspect. But it's a pity that all guesses are so not super useful! Next in the comments littleredridinghoods - I don't think
the spacers can allow you to rotate directional tires.... Maybe your wires crossed there? I agree that it's unlikely I'd get pulled by cops for specials, but illegal fashions can cancel your insurance when you make a statement, so I'm tired. Glad to chat further with another Aussie V50 fan - let me know if there's anything you need! Cheers 10-16-2017, 04:28 PM
#17 Originally published by The Court is the V50 or S40? Photo ahead of the S40 show.... Ahh - looks like facebook removed links and all that's left is the choice of grill I bought (shown installed on the S40) - I'll fix them. Cheers! 10-16-2017, 04:43 PM #18 Originally published by LittleRedRidingHood Hi Adam, Could you clarify how spacers allow rotating
directional tires? Just curious for future links. Thank you! The directional tyres cannot rotate from left to right, but as long as all four wheels are the same, they can rotate from front to back. Using wheeled amen instead of buying staggered wheels means you can swap the front back while keeping the lower offset on the back 10-16-2017, 09:34 PM #19
originally placed Adamrankin Directional tires can not be rotated from left to right, but, as long as all 4 wheels have the same characteristics, they can be rotated in front of the back. Using wheeled promes instead of buying a staggered wheel means you can swap from front to back while keeping the lower offset on the back I can see what you're saying there.
That's a good point. Just not keen to run the gauntlet with insurance plus they are known not to be here and there too, but a lot of people are using them around the world, so I guess they're not terrible... Have you started the build stream? As you can see from the photo (with new links) I took my car to SA initially, although it sits in the New World now. Good
roads in the Adelaide Hills! 10-16-2017, 11:51 #20 originally published wee_50 Did you start building the stream? As you can see from the photo (with new links) I took my car to SA initially, although it sits in the New World now. Good roads in the Adelaide Hills! I definitely started one when I finished maintenance and there are a few parts ready to go, did
reasonable daily car track stuff but its too expensive having 2 cars while I'm in uni so v50 probably probably up to a pretty serious build to play both roles. Roads in the mountains are awesome, but throughout the city they are absolutely shocking, making choosing the right reel behind-the-scenes an important decision. I am very devastated that the state of
the auto does not make the set for the v50, but the KW V2 do seem pretty promising. Have you watched a lot in the exhaust and tweaking things? Really want to burbles and appears that xr5s are only with resonator removed, but I have not found anything on forums or YouTube that gets anywhere near this sound? 10-17-2017, 07:11 AM #21 originally
posted by Adamrankin I definitely started one when I finished maintenance and there are a few parts ready to go, I was doing a reasonable daily track car thing, but its too expensive having 2 cars while I'm at uni so v50 will probably end up a pretty serious build to play both roles. Roads in the mountains are awesome, but throughout the city they are
absolutely shocking, making choosing the right reel behind-the-scenes an important decision. I am very devastated that the state of the auto does not make the set for the v50, but the KW V2 do seem pretty promising. Have you watched a lot in the exhaust and tweaking things? Really want to burbles and appears that xr5s are only with resonator removed,
but I have not found anything on forums or YouTube that gets anywhere near this sound? Totally understand. My V50 is a bit of a dual car role too. I don't have to do too much comuting though so I can jeopardize comfort a little more than most, but hopefully KW isn't too rough on our crappy roads. I have no idea on exhaust stuff just yet as it's been a while
down the road for me, but I'm interested to see what you dig up. I like the Xr5 sound too! 10-17-2017, 02:29 PM #22 18x8.5 off offset 20 gives you a good poke you saw on my V50 haha so I guessed THE ET30-35 should give you a good fixture? I'm curious for KW V2 coilovers, I bought them too 10-17-2017, 07:46 PM #23 originally published leemansJ
18x8.5 offset 20 gives you a good bag you saw on my V50 haha so I'm guessing ET30-35 should give you a good fitment? I'm curious for KW V2 coilovers, I bought them too haha - your a little more than I can handle! LOL I just want them to get close to the flush, don't poke, don't rub without rolling the guards. 10-18-2017, 04:02 #24 I think the 18x8.5 ET35
will fit without problems 10-18-2017, 08:54 PM #25 originally published by LeemansJ I think 18x8.5 ET35 will fit without questions specific set of wheels I look at not quite customizable so there are only a few different with available offsets. So it looks like I'll go with an 18x8.5 round on 225/40/18 tires with 45ET on the fronts and 38 pounds on the back (the
only other ET is 30 pounds and I that'll be too much compared to the front). The kick in the pants is that they will take 6 months to be made and sent to me, so it will be a long wait! I Am I sleep on it over the weekend before I decide though. 10-19-2017, 03:19 #26 why not go to THE ET38 in front and ET30 at the back? combined with 215/40/18 ? 10-19-2017,
06:51 AM #27 originally published by LeemansJ why not go for ET38 front and ET30 at the back? combined with 215/40/18 ? Yes, it's a bit conservative that I'm going to, but I wanted to make the most of the 8.5 width by having a 225-size tire and making sure that the suspension can move without the tire hitting the guard important to me (without rolling or
pulling). I kind of think about doing a bit of autocross with it so function is as important as the view. 10-26-2017, 09:25 #28 Well, I bit the bullet and ordered the wheels. I went with various shifts in front at the back at the end: 18x8.5 round on 225/40/18 tires with 45ET on the fronts and 38 pounds on the back. Now the waiting game begins. They are specially
ordered from Japan and will not make it to Australia until April!!! At the same time though I have some bodywork that I want to get sorted. I'm finally going to get a small dent sorted on the hood and front 3/4 panels (through insurance) plus paint without grill badges and repaint mirrored hats. I think of painting the lower vents in the bar and the fog of light
surrounds in satin black (just like the top grill) to tie it all together. I also want a spoiler for the rear. The OEM spoiler is pretty pricey, but I don't think I'm interested to get an aftermarket fiberglass one so I guess I'll have to cough up cash. Funny times! 10-27-2017, 01:32 #29 OEM spoiler went from 265 to 80!! But shipping to Australia will be expensive, I
think... 10-27-2017, 12:55 #30, how was the waiting time on KW V2s? I couldn't find a vendor that stocked up on their best build time they could commit to was 4-6 weeks 11-05-2017, 07:44 PM #31 It's cheap, but yes shipping is probably an issue. I'll investigate it on the spot when I get my insurance quote. One (oem) for US$300 including shipping that is
approved has been found. 11-05-2017, 07:47 PM #32 originally published maximum capacity, how was the waiting time on KW V2s? I couldn't find a vendor that stocked their best build time they could commit to was 4-6 weeks It was a long wait - about 8 weeks - but I was in no hurry. I won't be making them fit for months! LOL I want to do my wheels and



suspensions all at the same time 04-22-2018, 09:55 PM #33 time a quick update! I updated the interior last month with some R-design stuff (Shift handle, steering wheel and sports pedals). Ordered all the new parts from the US (I live in Australia), but the clutch pedal cover doesn't fit. The American website stated LHD and RHD fitment, but their customer
service didn't give a damn when I pointed out that there is a difference and it doesn't Fortunately, I was able to Just get the clutch pedal cover ordered from a local dealer for a good price. Strangely, when I asked for a quote on a set of sports pedals from an Aussie dealer they were $220, but could I buy a one pedal cap for $40?? 3x40 and $120 on my calcs,
but anyway the problem got sorted inexpensively in the end. My new wheels were due to be delivered this week but were delayed. Should get them next month. After I got the wheel I just got to pick up some new tires (Michelin PS4s are on the short list) and then get my KW V2 installed. I'm also going to get E-Focus Mountain, some adjustable rear camber
arms, hub-oriented rings for the wheels and maybe some new nuts while I'm at it. I still haven't gotten the body sorted, but it's getting closer to the top of my list. My grill sits there waiting to be painted and I'm still thinking about getting a rear spoiler. All good fun though. Photo fe below: 04-23-2018, 12:12 AM #34 2005 V50 T5 FWD M66 Passion Red (Radio
Flyer) Bilstein HD, ECU Spacer, Snabb Turbo Pipe 1998 V70 NA - Sold, 2002 S40 1.9T - R.I.P., 2005 V50 T5 - RIP Remember Children' Speed Not Kills ... Influence does! 04-23-2018, 12:39 #35 nice !!! Always nice to touch these R-design pieces. BTW: You'll love the KW V2. Weathered all the way down and still got a lot of comfort !!! !!! volvo v50 t5 awd
manual for sale. volvo v50 t5 awd r design 6-speed manual
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